vdt: the future of filmmaking
taking previsualisation to the next level
Storyboards and animatics have, for long, been proven methods to previsualize film and television productions and explore the ideas and visions of directors, dop’s and other filmmakers alike.
Storyboards- though relatively cheap, lack timing and precise
framing. Unless the director or dop can properly draw, they
depend on a good storyboard artist to execute their ideas.
Animatics- do show timing and more precise information such as
lens data, but are more expensive to produce. Unless the director or
dop can control the software required to create animatics, an operator is needed to drive the process, preventing a more intuitive approach.
So how can our vdt make a difference?

simulating a real set
vdt uses virtual reality to put you, the filmmaker, into a virtual version of your filmset. You can look
around, walk in all directions and teleport yourself anywhere within the scene.
By using physical measurements from a real world location or studio and adding the required set pieces,
actors, objects and props, you are able to fully see and explore the potential of your scene before a single
frame of film has been shot.
Your digital set can be made up from 3d assets out of SketchUp, usually provided by your production designer, or pictures from a recce,
360 spherical maps, lidar scans, or any combination of these or
other input formats. The amount of detail in the resulting scene can
be adjusted to meet your needs.
So far, this might just sound like any vr scene, so what makes vdt
different?
You will hold a physical camera in your hands that is rigged with controls. So when you look at your hands
in the virtual set, you will see the camera you’re holding. The camera features a large display, showing you
the actual composition the camera would produce using a particular lens.
You can move the camera around as you would a regular camera, exploring any angle in minute detail.
Walk around your set, move the camera up or down and change lenses on the go.
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The resulting flexible and intuitive approach is the strength of the tool. It can be instantly understood by
any maker, tech-savvy or not technical at all. Providing you with a full 360° environment you can freely
explore, and by placing a camera in your hands within this virtual world, we’re effectively simulating a real
set situation where real-world rules apply!
To further add to the concept of this full ‘set simulation’, you can enter the system alone (e.g. in the role
of director/dop) or enter a session with two people simultaneously (a separate director and separate dop).
While the dop operates the camera, proposes angles and explores different options, the director watches on
a virtual monitor and participates in the process.

how can this work for my production?
Not all scenes or ideas are necessarily worth exploring in a vdt-session. vdt is particularly suitable for
trying out angles and see how scenes can work that are either hard to imagine or have a complex
technical component. Some examples of this are:
Visual effects heavy scenes- explore the difference between what you will encounter during your shoot (on
set) and what it will look like after vfx have been created. For instance, a street that is blocked by a huge
green screen during photography has a completely different feel to it after it is extended in post. vdt allows
you to experience the parallax and depth of such a situation and to toggle between the limitations on set
and the ‘final’ result.
Set construction in a studio/soundstage- perhaps just as relevant for production designers, the dop can
explore how much space a soundstage allows for, after a set has been put in place. Yes, a top-down survey
can show this as well, but trying out different lenses in a possibly limited space can be very insightful.
Stunts- although the vdt can not replace the expertise of a stunt coordinator when it comes to risk
assessment and detailed calculations, you could use the built-in simulation features of the vdt to get an
idea of what a stunt could look like and explore certain angles accordingly.
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how would a typical vdt-session be set up?
Depending on the status of your production, we will make a detailed breakdown of the scene from the script
and discuss together you (in person) what properties our virtual scene should feature: mise-en-scènes, specific timing, assets, etc.
When a scene, based on an actual location, needs to be explored, we might suggest bringing a 360°
camera to the recce to capture the real-world situation. This allows us to better recreate the location, as well
as provide a ‘before - after’ of the location when visual effects are involved.
You can login to the vdt-website and preview what we have setup for your vr session.
Before the vdt-session, it’s still possible to make changes to the scene, based on your feedback.
The vdt-session is scheduled on a particular day and time and takes place in our studio.
We guide and assist you during the session to make sure everything works and to make any on-the-fly

changes to the scene if needed.

who benefits from the vdt?
The director
...can freely explore his/her creativity and gain new insights into how to approach the scenes and shots in
terms of the narrative and get answers to questions that are hard to visualize any other way;
The dop
...can enter the vdt together with the director to explore the scene, but also to address technical aspects
such as spatial limitation to use grip or what can (or cannot) be kept inside the frame and to show the sun’s
position at different times of day;
The production designer
...is able to visit and experience the set that he/she has created in SketchUp or other cad-software, in real-world scale and explore lines of sight and measurement-related issues;
The producer
...benefits from the fact that the information the vdt provides, lowers the risk of ‘surprises’ both during
shoot and afterwards in post-production. Since a more detailed VFX-quote can be made based on the extensive information the vdt supplies, less discrepancies will occur between pre-and post-production. But for
other departments this applies as well: set construction, number of angles, etc.
The vfx supervisor
...gets a far better understanding of the wishes and approach of the director, dop and production
designer. Better assessments can be made for a whole array of questions ranging from chroma-key height to
the effect an extension will have after vfx are applied.
Needless to say, the combined experience of the above makes for a better result, as communication and
cross-over exploration of each department is key to any filmmaking process.
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this all sounds quite expensive?
Most of the work that would otherwise be needed to create a decent animatic also suffices for use within
our vdt. Where it does differ cost-wise, is the preparation for the vr-session and the actual vr-sessions
themselves. We use different rates for prep-work, scene development and the session’s operator.
On top of that, the amount of detail involved in a scene plays an important part in how much time is spent
on the creation of a scene. If you’re happy with just experiencing the scale of a soundstage which can be
visualized as simple as a box, the scene development is fast and rather inexpensive. But if you need to
explore a more detailed mise-en-scène with animated assets that require a specific timing or appearance,
more time is needed to arrive at a good starting point for the session.
Important to keep in mind is; if you are better prepared and have less surprises on set; if you’re able to brief
all departments down the line as accurate as possible, it will end up saving you money!

I’ve done my session in vdt, now what?
Exploring your virtual film set is useful and fun, but what’s the purpose if you can’t use your conclusions
and results afterwards? That’s why you are given an account to log in to the vdt-website and re-visit your
session.
A top down view of the scenes you have explored shows exactly where it was recorded, how the camera was
moved, which lens was used and various other metadata. Each clip can be viewed and downloaded.
Your clips can then be edited into a sequence by an editor and shared with the rest of the crew during your
next pre-production meeting.

a mockup still of the webinterface currently in development
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what lies ahead...
We’ve got great plans for the future of vdt. New features planned to be released in the near-future
include ways to facilitate two users at the same time, trying out different types of grip such as cranes and
tracks, and extensive control over (sun)light based on geo-data.

history and background
The development of techniques such as vr seem to progress at the speed of light.
And as they move forward, they will open doors to new and fresh looks on how we can design, before
principal photography, image-related processes. This concept, known as ‘pre-visualization’ can currently be
explored through the use of storyboards (drawings that don’t show any timing) or animatics
(animations that do show timing).
Due to the ever increasing use of visual effects in the film- and television industry and the growing
technical complexity of those productions, it makes perfect sense to apply the advantages a complete virtual
world can offer us.
The past few months, we have been working on this new tool, that we hope will revolutionize the way we
use pre-visualisation in film and television productions. This system, developed by our brand new branch
Planet X Technologies (in collaboration with vr expert Marijn Eken’s ScreenSpace Lab), carrying the
working title ‘Visual Development Tool’ (vdt), is currently in beta phase.
It is being used intensely on ‘Bumperkleef’, a new feature
film by Topkapi Films. And besides that, we have organized six separate ‘demo days’ for which we invited a broad
range of film professionals such as directors, dop’s, vfx
supervisors, production designers and producers to
explore the potential of our vdt.
Their enthusiasm and willingness to implement it on their
next production made it clear to us that we’re on the path
to something truly exciting and useful!
The ultimate purpose of the vdt is to gain a far better
insight into the ideas and wishes of the filmmakers
involved. Leveraging the knowledge in the steps that
follow, will limit the financial risks by preventing
surprises during post-production.

The vdt is an initiative of Planet X Technologies in
collaboration with ScreenSpace Lab (Marijn Eken).
If you would like to find out more about our tool or book a
demo session yourself, please contact us at

www.planetx.be/vdt
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